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Abstract 
 

Residential mobility is becoming a significant phenomenon in the contemporary urbanized world. City 
residents engage in mobility, which influences the shaping and reshaping of urban spaces. Residential 
mobility takes place due to several determinants, and urban development activities of the state are one of 
the significant structural factors among them. Kandy is the second-largest city in Sri Lanka which has been 
declared as a World Heritage City in 1988 by the UN. The Government of Sri Lanka has implemented 
urban policies, regional and city plans, urban development programmes, and strategic projects to preserve 
the unique urban characteristics of Kandy city. The objective is to assess how far state activities are 
responsible for the present residential mobility dynamics in Kandy city and its suburbs. The attributes of 
urbanisation and resultant neighbourhood changes discovered from the study conducted between 2016 -
2018, by collecting secondary data from relevant sources. Primary data which was acquired through in-
depth interviews, key informant interviews, unstructured discussions and observations comprises a part of 
the study. The study resulted in identifying the dynamics of an urban neighbourhood and its residential 
mobility changes. State activities are directly and indirectly stimulating the urban residential mobility 
diffusion waves towards Kundasale suburb that promote Kundasale as a popular residential suburb of 
Kandy city. The process, prospects, and products of urbanisation and residential mobility are discussed in 
detail in this paper.  
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1. Introduction 

Managing cities and their growth globally is one of the most significant challenges of the twenty-

first century. The world’s population existing in urban spaces were 55 % in 2018, and the percentage is 

expected to increase to 68% by 2050 (United Nations, 2018). While urban residents are growing, housing 

is the largest user of space in any urban areas (Pacione, 2005). Although multi actors influence on urban 

spaces, states have considerable responsibilities to accomplish the housing need of the city’s residents. In 

Sri Lanka, urban transformations have been rapid in the aftermath of the protracted civil war, and urban 

spaces are changing faster than ever before. This study discusses the effects of state activities and its 

influence on the residential mobility dynamics in the world heritage city of Kandy and its suburbs in Sri 

Lanka.  

 

1.1. Significant of the study 

As the world continues to urbanize, urban sustainability depends increasingly on the successful 

management of urban growth, urban development, and civic planning activities (Department of Economic 

and Social Affairs, 2018). This study contributes to the discourse of residential mobility literature by 

supporting theoretical contribution and practical urban development and planning activities. In Kandy city, 

there is a conflict of ideas between the conservation of heritage and promotion of modernity. Recent 

modernization of the Kandy town and unplanned development had caused overcrowded conditions in 

historical heritage areas.  The results are evident in heavy traffic congestion and urbanization encroaching 

into land towards disaster vulnerable areas (Japan International Cooperation Agency, 2018). In 2016, the 

Government of Sri Lanka (GOS) requested the Government of Japan (GOJ) to implement the Project for 

Formulation of Greater Kandy Urban Plan (GKUP). Under the above circumstances, this study explores 

the “Impact of state activities on residential mobility in Kandy city and its suburbs in Sri Lanka.”  

 

1.2. Defining urban residential mobility  

Urban residential mobility constitutes the movement of the urban household from one residence to 

another. Hedman (2011) defined residential mobility as short-distance moves within a local housing market 

often with-in a city.  Residential movement of the household within the 10km residual from the city centre 

and 2km residual from each centre of the suburbs are considered as ‘urban residential mobility’ in this 

study. According to Brown and Moore (1970) model, the state's activities (urban development) exhibit 

significant stress factors in terms of residential mobility.  Residential mobility will take place when housing 

needs and expectation of the inmates match with housing opportunities available in the urban environment, 

which are influenced by several determinants (Knox & Pinch, 2014). Residential mobility can be a 

voluntary (choice) or involuntary (force) action in an urban environment. Some inmates move their 

residence by their choice; however, due to urban development activities/government policies, some are 

forcedly evicted from their residence. 
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1.3. State and urban residential mobility 

The state has the authority and abilities to make the decisions and have the capacity to enforce them. 

According to the existing literature, intellectuals have explored that the national state power, policy 

formation, and socio-political struggle are needs that respond both globally and nationally (Brenner, 2004). 

Sánchez and Andrews (2011) analysed the pattern of residential mobility among 36 member countries of 

the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and they found that differences in 

residential mobility across countries are partially related to differences in state public policies and due to 

differences in government interventions in urban areas. Nation-State factors play an essential role in 

shaping urban governance (Pierre, 1999). Cities with the same national context differ significantly 

concerning the degree of inclusion of related interests in urban governance, which, in turn, is reflected in 

urban policy outcomes (Pierre, 1999). Welfare governance reflects its particular type of urban political and 

economic setting, and these cities have minimal growth in the local economy (Pierre, 1999). Welfare 

governance combines mass political involvement with a hostile perspective on private businesses that are 

believed to be the cause of the city’s plight. Although Sri Lanka is following the welfare urban governance 

model from its independence, the degree of welfare programmes has reduced since the introduction of its 

open economy policy from 1977 (Peiris, 2012). However, Sri Lanka still maintains the critical pillars of 

welfare state qualities with the admission of the capitalist economy.    

 

2. Problem Statement 

City residents engage in mobility inside the city, and those mobility patterns influence the structure 

of urban areas (Knox & Pinch, 2014). A large number of urban residential mobility studies have been 

extensively studied (Short, 1978). However, it is marked that the limited number of studies steered in 

developing countries (Fattah et al., 2015; Niriella, 2010). In this precise, to study the impact of the state on 

residential mobility pattern and waves to the urban planning processes in the context of developing 

countries will be beneficial.  

The number of urban studies, particularly on residential mobility utilized the structural connections. 

However, these structural connections have hardly ever been theorized in any discernible way (Coulter et 

al., 2016). Rethinking these connections can bring a heightened sensitivity to power relations into 

residential mobility research (Coulter et al., 2016). From the geographical point of view in residential 

mobility and state is a dynamic and movement structure in “space” and “time.” This research considered 

the structuration theory focusing on state activities into the residential mobility discussion. 

Monitoring, planning, and controlling residential mobility and neighbourhood areas are essential for 

the sustainability of urban spaces. Ham and Clark (2009) pointed out that high levels of population mobility 

are a problem at the neighbourhood level. On the other hand, consistent with abundant literature 

demonstrating that disadvantaged neighbourhoods experience higher rates of residential mobility in urban 

areas (Coulton et al., 2009). In Sri Lanka, with every new government, the country’s urban development 

plans also change. Because of this inconsistency, cities have lost the long term vision and has been poorly 

influenced by urban development stability. Promising new programs and reforms of existing housing 
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assistance programs, residential and urban development policies and planning can be useful in reducing the 

consequences of neighbourhood disadvantages (Sharkey, 2016).  

Most studies conducted on residential mobility and state policies in Sri Lanka focus on the capital 

city of Colombo. Studies focus on housing for metropolitan poor and rich, social mobility, class formation 

and housing market, urban housing policy in Sri Lanka (Niriella, 2010; 2016). However, it is hard to find 

content on residential mobility pieces of literature regarding the city of Kandy. Worldwide, heritage cities 

have their own specific rules and regulations regarding urban development activities. Since Kandy is a 

World Heritage city, based on the existing literature, the problem statement is given as follows:  

“Urban residential decisions are influenced by state activities which stimulate residential moves 

towards significant urban spaces.” 

This study intentions to understand the impact of state activities on urban residential mobility in 

Kandy city and its suburbs of Sri Lanka by applying the structuration theory as an analytical tool. At the 

end of this study, some theoretical experiment is expected to incorporate, and a new model of state 

involvement and residential movement is attempted to be proposed.      

 

3. Research Questions 

3.1. Research questions 

Three specific research questions were developed to understand the above research problem in this 

study.  

• How is population change an indicator of residential mobility? 

• What are the urban development activities, policies, and plans have been implemented 

during the last three decades in Kandy city?  

• To what extent state activities influence peoples’ preferences in terms of residential 

mobility decision?  

 

3.2. Theoretical, conceptual and analytical framework 

The above research questions developed under the specific theoretical, conceptual and analytical 

framework. Anthony Giddens proposed the theory of structuration in 1984. According to Giddens (1984), 

'Agency' is the capacity of individuals to act independently and to make their own free choices and 

'Structures' are patterned social arrangements that affect the agency. He specifies that structure and agency 

cannot be separated and they connected by the "duality of structure." Structuration theory addresses the 

way in that everyday social practices are structured across space and time. The structuration approach has 

become a significant influence in contemporary human geography, particularly in urban geography due to 

its socio-spatial dialectic (Knox & Pinch, 2014). This study accommodates structuration theory by focusing 

on:  

• Actors (peoples' residential internal motivations in urban space) 

• Structures (External forces in urban space, State is the structure in this study)  
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As society becomes more and more urban, Giddens's theory can provide great assistance to 

policymakers and human geographers to understand the needs of the current and future generations 

(Lamsal, 2012). This research was conducted in an urban space (Kandy) where housing decisions are taken 

by agents (people) by their own choices and/or by force to a considered decision based on the power 

relationship with state activities. So, the theoretical argument is whether people make residential mobility 

by their own choice or they are forced to make their decisions by state activities. 

 

4. Purpose of the Study 

4.1. Main objective 

The general objective is to examine the influence of state activities on the residential mobility pattern 

in Kandy city and its suburbs.  

 

4.2. Sub objectives 

The following three sub-objectives were developed to achieve the above main objective:  

1. Explore the linkages between population changes and residential mobility in Kandy city and 

surrounding areas 

2. Find out urban development activities, policies and plans that have been implemented during the 

last three decades in Kandy city 

3. Examine the impact of state activities on peoples’ preferences in terms of residential mobility 

patterns in the city of Kandy and its suburbs. 

  

5. Research Methods 

This study is a theoretical based empirical study which connects philosophical ideologies of 

behaviouralism and structuralism. In nature, this is a cross-sectional study considering agency – structure 

(state) variables at a single point of time to analyse the residential mobility and state influences. It is also a 

considerable longitudinal study to examine the historical changes of relevant variables. 

 

5.1. Research methods 

The triangulation methodological design is used base on philosophical negotiation and scientific 

reasoning in this study. Primary data were collected from May 2018 to February 2019 through Key 

Informant Interviews (KII), In-depth interviews, unstructured discussions and observations. Mainly, eight 

KII were conducted with national and local urban bureaucrats. KII guides were prepared for each informant 

before going to the field. Based on the objectives, 23 in-depth interviews were conducted through purposive 

sampling techniques. Informal discussions were performed with the number of people in an unsystematic 

way, and they gave insightful knowledge about the urban development aspects of the study and helped to 

render the empirical evidence more concrete. Straight observation method was used in this study 

continuously for around ten months in the field with the help of the observation matrix. Secondary data 

sources were collected from various government and non-governmental institutions through web pages, 

annual reports, books, journals, magazines, local newspaper articles, past research documents and 
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unpublished documents. The collected primary and secondary data were analysed through analytically 

descriptive methods.  

In this research, qualitative data were analysed using descriptive, ranking and scoring methods. 

Based on those transcriptions, connections were traced related to residential mobility and state influence. 

Those connections were ranked and scored base on the significance. The limitations faced during the study 

were neutralized as much as possible. Qualitative data were transcribed very carefully without changing 

the participant feelings, words, emotions, and expression, in order to maintain the validity of the study. 

Informal interviews and discussions were carried in the local native language since they promoted a highly 

efficient level of understanding the interview participants. Data gathered through multiple qualitative 

methods increased the reliability of the result and findings. 

 

5.2. Study area 

Kandy is the second-largest city in Sri Lanka, and it is recognized as a sacred place of worship in 

the Buddhist world because of the Royal Palace along with Sri Dalada Maligawa (Temple of the Sacred 

Tooth Relic). Kandy city is connected with three cluster suburbs, namely Katugastota, Kundasale, and 

Peradeniya (see figure 1), where this study was conducted.  

 

 

Source: Prepared based on the Sri Lanka Survey Department, 2018 data sources 

Figure 01.  Study Area - Kandy city and its suburbs 
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6. Findings 

6.1. Population changes and residential mobility  

Population dynamics were observed in the Kandy Municipal Council (KMC) area and the 

surrounding nine Divisional Secretariat Divisions (D. S divisions) hint residential mobility in KMC and the 

adjacent regions. Figure 2 shows the population changes in the KMC area and adjacent D. S. Divisions. 

With the collected secondary data sources from the District Statistical Handbook of Kandy (between 2010 

to 2018), the following graph is prepared to show the above population changes. This study exhibits three 

specific patterns of population dynamics in Kandy city and its surrounding areas (Figure 2).  

1) Densely populated area depicting decline trend ( recorded within the centre of the town) 

2) Medium population areas with an increasing trend along with minor fluctuation (observed in 

Kundasale, Udunuwara, Yatinuwara, Harispattuwa, and Pathadumbara D.S areas) 

3) Low population areas with a stable pattern (Pathahewaheta, Doluwa, Delthota)  

 
Source: Prepared base on Department of Census and Statistics, Sri Lanka, 2001, 2011) and District 
Statistical Handbook - Kandy, 2010 – 2019 

Figure 02.  Population trend in Kandy city and its surrounding D.S Divisions 2001 – 2016 
 

However, Kundasale D.S Division shows a unique population trend with rapid increases of 

population than any other surrounding D.S Division of Kandy city (Figure 2). The recent development of 

Kundasale suburb along with Pallekele suburb is highly contributing towards this trend, among other 

reasons for the population changes.  

 “Residential population is highly reducing in the city centre. The residential areas converted for 

commercial purposes in Kandy city, mainly for tourism activities including rest houses, hotels, guest 

houses, etc. and which also attribute to these population changes.” 

(Strategic Town planner who has 12 years experiences in UDA, 2018)  
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Population density analysis explored the population increasing and decreasing areas in the city and 

its surrounding areas. High and medium population areas were accommodated for population density 

analysis due to the less influence of low population area (Doluwa, Pathehewaheta & Delthota, see figure 

2). It is clear that the population density is rising in Kundasale, Harispattuwa, Yatinuwara, and Udunuwara 

and falling slightly in Kandy’s four Gravet & Gangawatte Korela D.S divisions. However, in Kundasale 

population density increased gradually from 2006 onwards. Based on the Grama Niladhari (G.N) data of 

the census report 2001 and 2012, population shifting from centre of the town towards the surrounding G.N 

divisions were observed. It is progressively high towards Kundasale D.S. Division. In this background, it 

is better to explore the state policies, plans, programmes and strategies which are implemented through the 

state agencies and how those activities are responsible for the residential mobility pattern in KMC area and 

its suburbs. 

 

6.2. Bodies of urban governance of Kandy city and Residential Mobility 

The primary national-level governance of Kandy city is the National Physical Planning Departments 

(NPPD) and Ministry of Megapolis and Western Development. In the local level, the Urban Development 

Authority (UDA) is the responsible body to manage the urban areas, and UDA central province who is 

managing all the urban development activities of Kandy city. Besides this, several government agencies 

are partly supporting urban development efforts.  

 

6.2.1. National Urban Development Policy regarding Kandy city 

National Physical Planning Departments (NPPD) is authorized to formulate and implement the 

national physical plan for development purposes under the Town and Country Planning Ordinance No.13 

of 1946 (Amendment No. 49 of 2000), in Sri Lanka. National Physical Planning Policy and Plan - 2030 

was approved and gazetted in 1729/15 on 11th October 2011.NPP 2030 clearly states environmental aspects 

in the Central Region where Kandy town is located, as below: 

“The Central Fragile Region” has been included in the Protected Area Network to establish its 

importance in conserving the water resources of the country. In this area, selected towns will 

continue to exist, but their development and expansion will be controlled and restricted.”   

After the change of the government in 2016, NPP has been revised the target year from 2030 to 

2050, and   has put NPP under  revision. The draft development plan proposes four urban corridors in Sri 

Lanka. Kandy city that is not directly included into any urban corridors, but it is close to ‘cross country 

urban corridor’ which is accessible by the national road (A10) through Galagedara and Kundasale from 

Kandy. State policies indirectly control the development of the Kandy city and its suburbs. So,  The State 

National Physical Plan directly impacts the development process of Kandy city. 

“According to the national policy, Kandy city comes under the ‘central environmentally fragile 

sensitivity area,’ and we cannot bring any more extensive development programmes or projects.”  

(General Director, UDA, Central Province, 2018) 
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6.2.2. Existing plans for Kandy urban development (local and regional) 

Three existing development plans are significantly influenced by the urban development and 

residential mobility pattern of Kandy city and surrounding suburbs.  

 

I) Greater Kandy Development Plan (GKDP) 2020 and Residential Mobility 

The UDA developed the Greater Kandy Development Plan 2020 by the  Central province office in 

2008 (Japan International Cooperation Agency, 2018). This plan was designed to overcome the urban 

issues-particularly congestion in the urbanized area and to protect the heritage areas. The main aim of this 

plan is to develop the Kandy town as a World Heritage town. This GKDP was implemented with an area 

of 273Km2 including eight surrounded Divisional Secretariat D.S.Divisions. Under this plan, the following 

urban facilities has been relocated to outside the Kandy city area ( see figure 3) from the centre of the town. 

 

 

 
Source: Taken from the field, 2018 

Figure 03.  Relocation of the administrative building from Kandy city to Kundasale town  
 

“Urban settlement pattern has already changed according to my observation…, and I think our 

previous urban development plans also influenced residential pattern….”  

(Physical Planning officer who has twelve years’ experience at UDA, 2018) 

Around 150 employees are working in the Central Provincial Council office, and some of them have 

now settled down in Kundasale. Some Bogambara Prison employees also reside around Kundasale after 

the relocation of the prison and quarters facilities. New developments also have taken place towards the 

Pallekele and Kundasale area. Some of them are given below:  

• Kandy Export Processing Zone, Pallekele, Kundasale: (after 1977)  

• International Cricket Stadium, Pallekele, Kundasale: (after 2009)  

• SIBA (Sri Lanka International Buddhist Academy) Campus located at Kundasale suburb (after 

2009)  

• Domestic Airport Project, Kundasale (under process) 

 

 

Relocated Central Provincial Council building 
(new) in 2013 to Pallekele, Kundsale 

Relocated Bogambara Prison complex 
(new) in 2014 to Pallekele, Kundasale 
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II) Kandy City Region Strategic Development Plan 2030 by Strategic Cities Development 
Project (SCDP)  

Kandy City Region Strategic Development Plan - 2030  was formulated in January 2015 by Strategic 

Cities Development Project (SCDP) and funded by the World Bank. It included the Kandy Municipal 

Council (KMC) area and surrounding seven D.S Divisions. This regional strategic plan promotes the 

following two goals: 

Goal I:  The State is expected to control the expansion of the city through this goal. It is 

predominantly compact and is confined to a defined area which is decided by the state.   

Goal II: Monitoring a moderate urban growth that complies with the growth scenarios specified by 

the National Physical Planning Policy (NPPP) 2030 of Sri Lanka.  

The following four different strategic plans were formulated to achieve the above goals, and has 

been implemented:  

a) Urban corridor development: State identified two specific corridors for the future expansion of 

the city (see figure 4). 

• Northwestern Corridor: Stretch from Pilimathalawa to Katugastota (via Peradeniya suburb, Kandy 

city centre, and Mahaiyawa) -  

• Eastern Corridor: Stretch from Tennekumbura to Digana (via Kundasale suburb, Pallekele, and 

Digana) 

 

Source: Kandy City Region Strategic Development Plan, 2030 (Modified) 

Figure 04.  Urban residential corridor development in Kandy 
 

1. Tennekumbura– Kundasale – Digana corridor 

2. Pilimathalawa – Peradeniya – Katugastota corridor  
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However, comparatively residential movement is evident towards Tennekumbura to Digana stretch 

than the Pilimathalawa to Katugastota stretch. Menikhinna – Pallekele road rehabilitation and expansion 

project have been completed now, and the residential corridor is in progress. Implementation of SCDP is 

also one of the main reasons for this unexpected housing agglomeration pattern in Kundasala area. A large 

number of block out areas such as Summerfield in Balagolla and Morakkapitiyawatte are becoming popular 

in Kundasale upper middle-class residential area. The following Table 1 shows the recent housing projects 

which have been taken place in pallekele and Kundasale areas in the recent past.  

“I came to Kundasale in 1990 under the ‘Gam Udawa’ housing programme (78 houses) during the 

Premadasa government. That time, 20 perch lands were given to retired police officers in 

Kundasale, and we build houses ourselves…. Now, I prefer to stay here because of higher 

accessibility, particularly 24 hours bus services…..”  

(A resident of ‘Gam Udawa’ housing Scheme, 2018) 

After the 1977 Board of Investment (BOI) established in Kundasale, that was the first initiative wave 

towards Kundasale suburb. The 2nd development phase started with ‘Gam Udawa’ housing programme. 

Kundasale is naturally flat topography, and nature also motivated the development activities towards that 

suburb. With all these developments, residential mobility took place towards that suburb. With all these 

developments, residential mobility also took place towards Kundasale within the last 20 - 25 years.   

 

Table 01.  Recent Housing Projects in Pallekele and Kundasale area up to Jan 2019 
Private housing  Government housing  Public-Private Partnership  
Mahaweli housing Scheme, 
Pallekele, Kundasale by 
Danaja Constructions 

“Gam Udawa” housing development 
project (housing for homeless 
people) was implemented in 1990 for 
a large number of people at 
Kundasale 

Regency Park residence with 21 
housing units & 28 commercial 
units in Kundasale – A joint 
collaborative with National 
Housing Development Authority 
under the ‘ Janasevana’ 
programme 

Kengalla Housing Project by 
NCI Homes Private Limited 

Housing Project for Government 
Servants  

Prime Living (Gated Community) 
in Pallekele with 39 housing units 

73 upper middle-income 
housing scheme by Ocean 
View Development Company 

Housing Schemes for retired police 
officers - 1990 

The housing project of 
“NilaSevana Heritage Valley 
Kundasale” for the government 
servants  - comprises of 546 units 
started in 2018 

Victoria Range Housing 
project in Digana – first-ever 
private housing project in the 
central province 

“ Kalapuraya gama” (Art & Craft 
Village) scheme 1 (1970) 1st 
generation 
scheme 2 (1980) 2nd  generation 
scheme 3 (1990) 3rd generation 

 

Prime Lake Dambarawa 
Villas, Dambarawa Lake, 
Kandy  (on-going project) by 
Prime Group in Kundasale 
(34 gated community houses) 

  

SASA Housing Scheme in 
Pallekele 

  

Source: Direct Field observations and secondary data sources of property advertisements, web pages in 
online, newspapers, street banners, (2018) 
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b) Promote satellite growth centres: Based on the identified two urban corridors facilitate the 

development of satellite growth centres along with the strategic attraction are evident. The satellite 

centres are expected to promote attraction and growth in and around them with the development 

of major urban facilities.  

c) Development of new urban hierarchy: A new hierarchy of services and employment centres are 

designed to achieve modest urban growth, to develop around the Kandy city. The main centres are 

promoted nearly equal to Kandy City Centre in terms of service provisions, shopping facilities, 

and employment opportunities for the residents in the region. The following table 2 shows the new 

urban hierarchy pattern which is expected to develop in and around the Kandy city in future.   

“ More than other towns, Kundasale is becoming as the catchment area for the upcoming private and 

government housing projects…from our side we develop good infrastructure facilities including water 

supply, electricity, telecommunication, etc. with these climbers, the highest settlement waves move towards 

Kundasale, and higher waves also develop towards Katugastota town.”  

(General Director, UDA, Central Province, 2018) 

 

Table 02.  Development of new urban hierarchy around Kandy city 
No Main centers Proposed specialization of main centres Secondary centers 
1 Peradeniya Education and Health Hub Kiribathkumbura 
2 Katugastota Commercial and Transportation Hub  Pilimathalawa 
3 Kundasale Administrative Hub Madawale 
4   Menikhinna 
5   Pallekele 
6   Ampitiya 
7   Digana 

Source:  Prepared based on the Kandy city region Strategic Development Plan 2030 

 

d) Promote confined population distribution: The residential population of Kandy city is predicted to 

increase to 600,000 in 2030 (Japan International Cooperation Agency, 2018) and the Kandy city region 

strategic development plan 2030 is proposed to distribute the population in the following manner around 

Kandy city region (see the table 3): 

 

Table 03.  Propose population distribution pattern 
No  Location of population distribution Amount of Population 
1 Pilimathalawa – Peradeniya – Kandy corridor 150,000 
2 Kandy – Katugastota corridor 100,000 
3 Tennenkumbura – Kundasale – Digana corridor 200,000 
4 Other surrounding regions  150,000 
 Total 600,000 

Source:  Kandy City Region Strategic Development Plan 2030 
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III) Greater Kandy Master Plan by UDA  

The UDA prepared the Greater Kandy Master Plan in January 2015 based on the existing the above 

two plans. This master plan identified four urban planning issues in Kandy city, which are: Urban sprawl 

and ribbon development that are out of control, traffic problems inside the city area, town identity issues 

related to world heritage characteristics and specific environmental problems. The five strategies are ideated 

in the master plan to overcome the above urban problems, and among that one strategy is densifying land 

use/housing: enable the development of new high – density housing along transit routes by improved rail 

corridor which is under the initial development stage.  

 

IV) Other Urban Development Projects 

The following ongoing urban development projects are also expected to influence on the future 

residential pattern of Kandy city and its suburbs.   

• Central Expressway Project by RDA (commenced in 2011): In future when the centra expressway 

project is completed Katugastota suburb will be developed faster and Katugastota – Kurunagela road 

will be a demanding location for residential purposes.  

• Double-track railway project: This project is implemented between Peradeniya to Kandy and its connect 

Peradeniya, Kandy, Katugastota, Digana, and Kundasale towns in the future and residential expansion 

can be expected along rail corridor.  

• South Bypass feasibility study project: If this is implemented in future, the outer circular ring road will 

be connected and promote residential expansion expected along the outer ring road.  

• The  Kandy Multimodel Transport Terminal (KMTT) project target to start operations in 2020 and will 

support accesibility to expand residential patterns.  

• Zoning plans by UDA central province: All the development activities in Kandy are regulated with the 

zoning plans.  In the 2012 zoning plan, primary residential areas spread all over the municipal council 

area without continuity. However, in the 2017 zone plan, particular areas have been defined as primary 

residential zones, pariticularly focus on  Kundasala connectivity corridor in the KMC area. 

“We are promoting people to mobilize towards Kundasale area through all our developments plans and 

zoning plans which pull the residence towards that primary residential zone…”  

                                   (Strategic Town planner who has 12 years experiences in UDA, 2018)  

However development consistency is questionable regarding zoning plans when political changes take 

place.  

“Plans are prepared to base on the situations during the particular time under the specific 

society….However, when political priorities change ingredients of the plan will mechanically expire. We 

are failed in the implementation processes due to political changes and state priorities.”  

(Physical Planning officer who has twelve years’ experience at UDA, 2018) 
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Comparatively, it is clear that the state is, directly and indirectly, motivating residential mobility towards 

the east corridor (Kundasale suburb) and along the southwest corridor (Katugasthota – Peradeniya 

connectivity). Katugastota identified as the sencond fast growing suburb following the Kundasale suburb. 

However, Peradeniya suburb is the least attracted residential suburb around the Kandy city.  

“According to our proposal for Peradeniya Township….we purchased the lands before 12 years…. If we 

continue with that…now, Peradeniya would be a big township….But that didn’t happen! Political priorities 

are coming on that way only…” 

(General Director, UDA, central province, 2018) 

 
7. Conclusion 

The study found that state urban activities have influenced residential mobility, and this has created 

a new urban spatial dynamics in Kandy. The following model explains the causal relationship between 

Structure (state), Agency (residence), Place and Residential mobility in the Kandy city and its suburbs 

(Figure 5).  

 

 

Figure 05.  Model of a causal relationship between Structures (State), Agency (People), 
Places and Residential Mobility 

 

This study concludes that population change observed in Kandy city and its suburbs is an indicator 

of residential mobility patterns in the city and its surrounding areas. More economically empowered make 
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their own choices on where they want to reside. This economic advantage indirectly mobilized them 

towards the suburbs, particularly in Kundasale. However, urban poor do not have those own choices, and 

when the state gave land, they were forced to mobilize towards those areas mostly in Kundasale. 

Comparatively, the highest residential mobility identified towards Kundasale suburbs. The national and 

local urban development policies, plans and projects which have been implemented in the recent past in 

Kandy city has been motivated the substantial mobility pattern towards specific urban spaces. 
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